CONSCIOUSNESS ZONES AND FIELDS OF ENLIGHTENMENT

REV. ALICEANN: Good evening. Today is February 18, 2018 and this is our 72nd evening with the Ascended Masters and world-wide teleconference. Tonight’s topic is consciousness zones and fields of enlightenment. This is a new kind of topic for us because we have been doing a lot about love and transformational consciousness; alchemy of consciousness; heavens love for us and so forth. Tonight Master is going to give us a bit of a broader picture on how things are manifesting. His discourse, of course, is global consciousness zones and fields of enlightenment. So, without further ado, let me step back in consciousness and allow Master Serapis Bey to come forth. And please all of you who know, do ask questions, and our new people please feel free to ask personal or topical questions. He has a series of topics he goes through and they are on your list and we will see how it goes now. [AliceAnn calls the Master]

Discourse: GLOBAL CONSCIOUSNESS ZONES AND FIELDS OF ENLIGHTENMENT WITH ASCENDED MASTER SERAPIS BEY

Good evening, I am he Serapis Bey, how are you? Greetings everyone. Tonight, I want to give you a different kind of discourse in terms of its topic of course. You know we have been working on transcendence and transformation for a while now and in this last few months a lot of the transformational assistance from On High has really accelerated so if your consciousness is open, if you do fairly regular meditation and if you accept the Radiance from above to come into your crown, into your consciousness, then you are already on the path of consciousness awareness. That's one kind of personal integrative consciousness. So, when I'm talking about consciousness global zones I'm talking a little bit more than safe or
free zones that the Masters have prepared for those of you who are on the ascension path. Consciousness zones are areas where the light configuration has become so powerful and so strong that it has cleared a lot of the detritus of lower consciousness, especially when it is indicative of darker extreme negativity or misqualified energies. Consciousness zones are happening in many many places around the world.

The world, of course, is still struggling, on the outside looking in, with the chaos, the mayhem and mix up but what's happening is as these consciousness zones develop and stabilize upon your planet the untoward forces, the misqualified energies, the wrong governance and corruption in various industries and governments are being cleared. It is a slow, pain staking process but it is occurring; these zones of consciousness are areas where the field energies of enlightenment can occur. That's very significant, my dears, because field energies of enlightenment isn't your regular Buddhist kind of enlightenment. It can incorporate Buddhist kinds of enlightenment for sure or even Christian or Muslim or Hebrew kinds of enlightenment, but what it really means is that there is an enlightened awareness of what the planet is actualizing now; how it is transcending into another higher frequency, a light zone as it were.

Enlightenment is part of what you might call cosmic awareness. You are not only aware of your life and your planet and your world and the conditions of your world, but you begin to be aware of your place in the universe, the planet's cosmic destiny or mission or transformation. You begin to perceive Mother Earth as a consciousness rather than as a homestead. You begin to allow others to express their free spiritual awareness, their free will, their spiritual awareness.

Consciousness zones are zones of higher consciousness and they are developing world-wide. People are becoming aware of something different, something more, in their lives and on the planet and I have just spoken about this a little bit, but that awareness, that's key. It's key for this time, this next evolutionary step that you as a global community are about to take. Whether you want to or not, it's going to happen [laughter] and you do have a choice to go with the path of ascension or delay, but if you delay that you won't be going exactly with the consciousness of the
planet, you'll be taking a side trip as it were, and that's okay if you choose. There are developing greater zones of sensitivity to divine intervention, the rays of transformation, transcendence and the potential of Grace, the portal of Grace; these are appearing everywhere. Today as Hilary and AliceAnn were coming home they saw beams of light coming through the clouds that Hilary has never witnessed anywhere in the world before and this is one of those zones of consciousness, this is also a free zone for those who are on the path of upliftment. Santa Fe is one of the emerging cities of light and there will be 12 on the planet at first.

So now let's go on to fields of enlightenment. Enlightenment that I am talking about tonight is a measure of planetary progress, humanity's growth in spiritual awareness and transcendence. What does that mean? It means that the planet's consciousness and humanity's consciousness are coming closer together. The growth potential for humanity's spiritual development is huge right now and it is a blessing to everyone whether you are a Lightworker, a way shower, just spiritually oriented or are enlightened. You do need to work on your own enlightenment, letting go of ego, allowing yourself to live from the inside out, from the soul awareness that you are, and it does help a tremendous amount if you bring your Higher Self and the Overself into play in your own personal locality. As you call down the I AM consciousness and realize that it is seated right within your heart center and you open your crown to God, the Cosmos, the Universe, and allow only the White Light of the Chrysted Universe to enter into your being, you are working on evolutionary consciousness, you are working on fields of enlightenment, cosmic enlightenment. Cosmic enlightenment is not just for the average person on the street, but rather it is part of a collective consciousness that is emerging out of the global community. And so, the Lightworkers, 144,000 of you who have been working on this diligently for years are heeding conscious awareness in yourself and in the world. That's a pretty amazing thing.

First. The disasters of the past are diminishing at an enormous speed while truth is becoming the watchword of all enlightened beings on the Earth. It's an amazing thing to watch all these disclosures, all these arrests, all of this breaking up of the old paradigm and the emergence of the new paradigm, in NESARA and the Reval
and disclosures within governments and religions and all kinds of institutions are coming forth. Good people everywhere, or enlightened people everywhere are coming forth to make a difference. You too can make a difference and it doesn't mean that you have to go out and be an advocate or a proselytizer, it means that with your own thought, your own conscious awareness, you can make change in the world by projecting an image of the perfected Earth, of the pristine Earth, of the transformed Earth, aka Nova Earth, the New Earth, the New Jerusalem. Isn't it interesting about the word JerUSAlem it has the word USA right in the middle and that is because this is the new center for the worlds...it's like the cradle of enlightenment, it's the seed bed of the future. You just have to get a few things straight before you can realize that potential.

**Next.** Fields of Enlightenment are points of measurement that allow the Great White Brotherhood to evaluate and interact with greater numbers of awakened souls. So all of you know, or most of you know that the Great White Brotherhood and the Order of Melchizedek has been working with those people with advanced spiritual consciousness for millennia now, well since civilization began. And, as you know by now, with the rise and fall of Atlantis and the Essene times at the time of Yeshua all of that has to do with how the Brotherhood of Light has prepared the Earth for its next level of Christ consciousness awareness. Now in this Age of the Holy Spirit -- or some of you think of it as the Age of Aquarius -- you have the opportunity to go directly to the Realms of Light to work with the Great White Brotherhood of Light.

The Great White Brotherhood of Light is composed of Elohim, those High Holy Ones who are very close to the Throne of Heaven, to the Father-Mother One, Father-Mother-Son; the Trinity Most High, as the Brotherhood works with these Divine energy systems. The Elohim, who are the co-creator gods, manifest the Will of the Father and the Love of the Mother, bringing forth that energy to all worlds to do God's Will. Working closely with the angels, especially the Archangels, together they manifest a heavenly organization called the Great White Brotherhood of Light. The High Holy Ones have been watching Earth for a long long time waiting for a time that humanity's consciousness was aware enough or uplifted enough that they could
begin to contact humanity directly, and that’s what has happened in the last half century or so.

**Next.** Living a life of cosmic awareness is living in a field of cosmic enlightenment. That’s a beautiful statement. So, when you live in Christ Consciousness awareness, when you really understand your Higher Self-awareness, your beloved I AM Presence, the spark of God that you are and have always been, when you truly live that awareness, you are living in Cosmic enlightenment, in a field of enlightenment and that becomes important for helping the world and helping other individuals. So, being aware of the zones of higher consciousness allows you to assist others in developing their Cosmic Awareness, their enlightened potential. What this means is that consciousness zones are seed beds of Christ consciousness awareness and those seed beds of Christ consciousness awareness become radiant field energy containing enlightened awareness. In other words, it fosters it, it maintains it, it nourishes it, it helps develop it. In many many ways it brings forth, it augments your spiritual development, your spiritual progress on the path of ascension, on the path of upliftment, on the path of full consciousness, full awakenment and when you are aware of these areas on Earth that are like that, including Santa Fe. And, you begin to know that when you travel out of those zones of higher consciousness there’s something not quite right, there’s something that needs a little fixing. And, by your own awareness, you expand the consciousness of those you meet when you travel other places, and eventually that morphogenesis takes over and fields of enlightenment consciousness zones will occur everywhere on the Earth. It is like star points intersections here and there and everywhere, like the net of Indra and as those glow more and more on the consciousness grid -- the Christ consciousness grid -- that surrounds the planet, they expand as they bring up the lower areas of human consciousness to even more higher levels of consciousness.

The only way global development of spirituality can occur is if it occurs in several places simultaneously at the same level of awareness. So, what people are doing with the Children of the Sun or the Rainbow Scribe or Linda Dillon or Mike Quincy or Suzanne Lie or the OakRose Academy, all of this information is coming to you simultaneously from other star regions, coming from the Galactic Command coming
from Lord Arcturus, coming from the Galactic Federation of Light, coming from the Ascended Masters of the Spiritual Hierarchy, coming from the Council of Love, the Brotherhood of Light-the Sisterhood of Light, and as the Earth takes in this knowledge, this awareness, this wisdom, it naturally changes the consciousness of humanity, of the globe, of Mother Gaia herself; it’s an evolving process of divine change, God’s Divine Plan for Earth, the solar system, this region of the galaxy, your universes. To have cosmic awareness is to know that this is a God-centered universe and to know that the whole kit and kaboodle is evolving upward closer to the Divine Mind of God. You’re becoming more and more one not only with your divinity as an individual God consciousness but with Source, with Prime Source, with Father-Mother Creator Itself. There will be a greater potential for you to relate directly to Prime Source, to God, to the Father-Mother and live your life through that awareness. There are several of you in this room who do that already and that spiritual will, divine intuition and higher mind is the new format or platform for the New Age.

Next. You have a great growth potential here on this planet. I have been watching you for more than 6000 years, I have been teaching that long too, and we of the Spiritual Hierarchy, we Masters in the Office of the Christ, in the Office of Moses, in the Office of the Manu, we all are doing everything we can to help orchestrate Earth's ascension and to get you out of the mire of duality, the suffering of density, the unrealistic delusions that you have been forced to accept from the other side. It's always been a free-will choice to choose the Light or the dark, I've said this a gazillion times yes? but more and more people are choosing the Light going into those consciousness zones of light, liberation, awareness, self-realization than has ever been on this planet. The challenge is those who aren't able to see or hear the Greater Truth of who and what they truly are. You aren't just bags of flesh who perish in one lifetime.

You as a community took a vow not so long ago, maybe a year ago. Remember that vow...“to end all stupidity on the Earth”, and that's what it really is all about, because divinity is also aware of your ‘efforting’. Humanity’s stupidity is what the Buddha called ignorance, its delusion, it self-deception, its living your life in your beautiful
soul while living under a barrel or it's living with blinders on. And, it's time to throw off those blinders, let your Light shine from without the barrel; it's time to truly become liberated, truly become enlightened, aware, to bring that Christed Light energy into you to change every living cell in your body, especially at the electro-magnetic level, so that your physicality, your emotional and mental body and your causal body can transcend to a Body of Light, a consciousness that lives from Spirit, intuition and the Mind of God.

Remember: God is everything, in everything, created everything, and it is not possible to be out of Creation because you've been created. That field of energy called Light, called the Divine Idea came forth and with that Light...it wasn't illumination so that you could see better, it was illumination so that the evolutionary process could begin. It was en-lighten-ment and the purpose of evolutionary enlightenment is to get back to at-one-ment with All That Is... that is to say Source. Do you see?

**Last:** Fields of enlightenment are seed beds for Earth's ascension. Those of developed conscious awareness have a potential to help the Earth to unite in a higher formation or a higher awareness, a higher thought-form than it has ever been before. And, here when I say Earth I am talking about collective humanity. You have never had the gifts from Heaven, from God, from the Ascended Masters, from the Realms of Light, from the Brotherhood of Light, from the Elohim and the Archangels that you have now. You've had some of it, of course, throughout the ages but now it's all coalescing into one great big cake mix and you are the oven. [Laughter] And when you come out you're going to be a different kind of cake [laughter].

So, I am he Serapis Bey and I give you my Blessing and now let's open to questions.